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Overview

• Our team
• What is research promotion?
• The evolving media landscape
• The Conversation
• How to use social media



Our team

Melinda Knox Director, Thought Leadership and Strategic Initiatives knoxm@queensu.ca

Catarina Chagas Coordinator, Strategic Initiatives catarina.chagas@queensu.ca

Kayla Dettinger Special Projects Officer kvd1@queensu.ca

Julie Brown Manager, Media Relations julie.brown@queensu.ca

Victoria Klassen Media Relations Officer victoria.klassen@queensu.ca
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Queen’s platforms and channels



Initiatives and campaigns



What is research promotion?
And why you should engage in it



Research promotion is the transmission of research from 

researchers to audiences — both within and beyond academia —

such that it benefits users and creates positive impact within Canada 

and/or internationally, and, ultimately, has the potential to enhance 

the profile, reach, and impact of the research, researcher, and their 

institutions.



Reasons to promote your research

 Raise profile and build reputation
 Support funding opportunities
 Facilitate knowledge mobilization
 Practice communication skills
 Build collaborations and partnerships
 Support recruitment (students and faculty)
 Inspire philanthropic activity
 Benefit humanity
 Fulfill our responsibility to taxpayers
 Bridge gaps between academia and society



How to promote your research

Peer-reviewed 
journals or books

Conference 
presentations

Partnership and 
collaborations

Patents and 
commercialization

Public lectures, 
government 
engagement

Profile-building 
events

Media relations
and op-eds

Social media

Non-traditional 
news outlets

(The Conversation)

Blogs, podcasts, 
and online videos

Outreach events

Exhibits, museums, 
interventions in 
public spaces
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The evolving media landscape
How does research promotion fit in?



What is media?

Any content that is broadcast or published publicly

Who are the media?

No longer a monolithic entity.

How has the media landscape shifted?

Traditional
Non-traditional

Social media
Influencers

Bloggers
Podcasters



Media in crisis



Researchers are credible experts



The Conversation
Joint effort to leverage expert-based content



The platform

• Largest network of global expertise in research and scholarly activity

• 90 commissioning editors and 83,000+ academics registered as 

contributing authors

• 4.5 million visits to the website per month, 38.5 million monthly reads 

through republication via creative commons globally, and 22,000 

republishers, including respected international media



Queen’s and The Conversation

• In 2016, UBC School of Journalism Professors Mary-Lynn Young and 

Alfred Hermida received $200,000 from SSHRC to support the launch 

of a national version of the globally successful non-profit academic 

journalism site.

• The Conversation Canada partnered with Canadian Press/La Presse 

Canadienne to disseminate website content and Scott White was 

hired as editor-in-chief.

• Soft-launch in Spring 2017 with official launch in Fall 2017.

Queen’s is a founding member.



Queen’s and The Conversation

As of April 2022, 251 Queen’s researchers 

have written 396 articles, garnering 7.5M

views and dozens of republications. 

University Relations reports quarterly on 

The Conversation Canada metrics to the 

Board of Trustees .



Who can write

• The Conversation model is based on authors who 

have an expertise in the subject they are writing 

about 

• Authors must be a current researcher or academic 

with a Canadian university: professors, associate, 

adjunct, post doctoral and honourary roles 

(emeritus positions)

• PhD and Master’s students can also submit, but 

MA students must have a professor as a co-author

Academics get access to a 

robust analytics dashboard, 

which provides data to show 

where and how often their 

article was read.

Authors can use this data to 

demonstrate knowledge 

mobilization, an increasingly 

important element in grant 

applications.



Evaluate your pitch idea

• Does it have a link to a current news event? 

• Does it draw on new research that is about to be published?

• Does it offer a unique or unexpected perspective?

• Does it offer a practical solution to everyday life challenges?



Write your pitch

Things to ask yourself:

• What is the main point you want to make?

• Why does the story matter?

• What evidence backs up your argument?

• Is there a solution or a call-to-action?



We are here to support you

Contact our team for help with your pitch or if you have an accepted 

pitch. We can work together to promote your article across Queen’s 

channels.



How to use social media
To leverage your research and build your profile



Using social media can impact your academic life



Professional Social Media

Things to ask yourself:

• Will your account be solely professional

or also personal?

• How does Twitter, Instagram or LinkedIn fit in

with your outreach strategy? 

• What kind of content do you want to share?

• How much time do you want to dedicate?

• How do you want to define success?



Pick the channel that best suits your goals



Building your profile

Twitter

Unique:

• Length: 280 characters

• To the point

• Stand alone

• Of the moment

Common:

• Hashtags

• What's trending?

LinkedIn

Unique:

• Length: 1 – 4 paragraphs

• Deeper dive

• Industry or field specific

• Evergreen

Common:

• Hashtags

• What's trending?















Questions?



Take some time to think of a social media post
or a The Conversation pitch.

Share your ideas!



Thank you.
See you next time!
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